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In this paper we shall study the kinematic and the geometric properties 
of parallel flows in three dimensions. Parallel flows are characterized by the 
fact that the divergence of the normalized velocity vector is zero. 
Hamel [l] has shown that if the speed and the density are constant on the 
flow lines in an irrotational motion, then the flow is of helicoidal type (that is, 
the flow lines are helices on coaxial circular cylinders). Prim [2] has general- 
ized Hamel’s result to circulation preserving flows (that is, flows for which 
the curl of the acceleration vector is zero) whose velocity vector is complex- 
lamellar (that is, the velocity vector and the vorticity vector are locally 
orthogonal). For nonsonic flows with constant speed on the flow lines are 
geometrically equivalent to parallel flows (Section 3). Wasserman [3] has 
derived the intrinsic equations governing parallel flows, and has obtained a 
class of parallel flows on a family of surfaces of revolution. In this paper we 
shall study the geometry of the pressure surfaces and the flow lines, for 
parallel flows. In Section 3 we shall see that for parallel flows, the flow lines 
form geodesics on the surfaces of constant pressure. This fact enables us to 
use the results of Marris and Passman [4] and Marris [5]. 
2. THE BASIC EQUATIONS 
The equations governing the flow of a stationary gas, neglecting viscosity 
and thermal conductivity are 
v - (pu) = 0, 
pu - vii + vp = 0, 
ii - v7j = 0, 
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where, u is the velocity vector, p is the density, p is the fluid pressure and 7 
is the specific entropy. Expressing these equations along s, the unit tangent 
vector along the flow lines n, the unit principal normal vector of the flow 
lines and b, the unit binormal vector of the flow lines, we get [6] 
(d/ds) (pu) + u div s = 0, (2.5) 
pu(du/ds) -+ (dp/ds) = 0, (2.6) 
kspu2 + dp/dn =: 0, (2.7) 
dp/db = 0, (2.8) 
dT/ds =- 0, (2.9) 
where, 
d/ds = s ’ C, dldn = ii . C, d/d6 = b . 0, u.u=u2 
and k, is the curvature of the flow lines. From the Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), we 
find that [7] 
(M2 - 1) (d/ds) (ln u) = div s = - (d/ds) (In pu). 
In the above relations, M is the Mach number. 
(2.10) 
3. KINEMATICS AND GEOMETRY OF PARALLEL FLOWS 
In this paper we are not considering the very special case of sonic flows 
(that is, flows with M = 1). From the relation (2.6), we find that the speed is 
constant on the flow lines, if and only if the pressure is constant on the flow 
lines; and for such flows, we see from (2.10) that the unit vector along the 
flow line is divergence free, and we also see that the density is constant along 
the flow lines. From these results we have 
THEOREM 1. For steady gas flows the following statements are equiwalent: 
(a) The surface of constant speed contain the $0~ lines. 
(b) The surfaces of constant density contain theJow lines. 
(c) The surfaces of constant pressure contain the jlow lines. 
(d) The divergence of the normalized velocity vector is zero. 
From (d) of Theorem 1, we introduce parallel flows according to 
DEFINITION 1. A vector field s is a parallel vector field if and only if 
div s = 0, (3.1) 
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and in addition, if u = US satisfies the flow equations (2.4)-(2.9), then the 
corresponding flow is a parallel gas flow. 
For parallel flows div s = 0 and du/ds = 0. These two properties and the 
equation of continuity imply that divu = 0, that is, the motion is isochoric. 
Therefore, we have 
COROLLARY 1. A steady parallel gas jlow is isochoric. 
In the Definition 1, we have used the word “parallel” in the sense that the 
flow lines do not either converge or diverge. From Theorem 1 and the rela- 
tion (2.8) we find that the pressure does not vary along the flow line or 
along the binormal vector of the flow line. Therefore, the pressure varies only 
along the principal normal vector of the flow line; that is, 
VP = (dp/dn) n. (3.2) 
The above relation implies two facts: 
(a) The gradient of p is along n, and therefore n forms a normal con- 
gruence, or 
Q, =n.curln ==O; (3.3) 
(b) The normal vector of the family of surfaces of constant pressure is 
along the principal normal vector of the flow lines. Therefore, the flow lines 
form geodesics on the surfaces of constant pressure. 
Hence we have 
THEOREM 2. For steady parallel gas flows, the flow lines are geodesics on 
the surfaces of constant pressure. 
Since b is orthogonal to n, b lies in the tangent plane to the surface of 
constant pressure, the family of curves along b on the surface are orthogonal 
to geodesics (the flow lines), and therefore they form geodesic parallels on 
the surface of constant pressure. On a sufficiently small region of the repre- 
sentative surface of constant pressure the flow lines and the b-lines (the 
orthogonal trajectories of the flow lines on the surface of constant pressure) 
form an allowable coordinate system. In term of these coordinates, the metric 
of the surface of constant pressure is given by 
do” = ds2 + g(s, b) db2 (3.4) 
and the element g is related to the Gaussian curvature G of the surface of 
constant pressure [8, p. 1141, 
G = - g-W(a2gli2~as2). (35) 
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By virtue of (3.4) we write 
s I’ = d/ds = %jils, b y  == d/db =g-‘:‘(;/&). (3.6) 
The geodesic curvature of the k-line on the surface of constant pressure is 
given by [9] 
r 
(3.7) 
From the Serret-Frenet formulas [8, p. 151, we have 
dslds = k,n, 
dnlds = - k,s $- rSb, 
db/ds = - r,n, 
(3.8) 
where rS is the torsion of the flow line. From (3.8) we obtain [5] that 
curl s = Q,s + k,b, 
curl n = - div bs + Qnn + O,,b, 
curl b = (k, + div n) s - Obsn + L&b, 




Q, = s . curl s, 0, = b ecurib, (3.11) 
O,,==-n-OS-n, O,,=b*Cs.b=k,,. (3.12) 
The quantities Sz, , Q, , 52, , 7S are related by 
2(& - 7,) = Q, + Q, + Q, * (3.13) 
For parallel flows, we have div s = 0 = Qn. Therefore, (3.10) and (3.13) 
reduce to 
@,, + @ix. = 0, (3.14) 
Q, - 2TS = .L$ . (3.15) 
By virtue of div s = 0 = Sz,, and the relations (3.9) and (3.14) the identities 
div curl s = 0, div curl n = 0, div curl b = 0, respectively, reduce to 
dQJds + dk,/db + k, div b = 0, 
- (d/ds) div b + (d/db) 0,, - 0,, div b = 0, 
d/ds (k, + div n) - (d/dn) 0,, + (d/db) Q, - 0,, div n + Q, div b = 0. 
(3.16) 
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The Gauss equation [9] may now be written 
(r3/i?s) Ohs + O;, = - G (3.17) 
indicating that G is determined by the single parameter O,, . 
Th e parameter divn is the mean curvature / of the surface of constant 
pressure, and the normal curvature of the b-lines, kbN is given by [lo, p. 2911 
k, + k,,v = - div n = J (3.18) 
and the Gaussian curvature is given by 
G = k,k,, - rg2. 
The acceleration vector a = u . Vu in general has the decomposition 
a = u(du/ds) s + k,zi%. (3.19) 
For parallel flows, we have du/ds = 0, thus the acceleration vector is along 
the normal to the surface. Therefore we have 
THEOREM 3. For steady parallel gas jlows, the acceleration is along the 
normal to the surface of constant pressure. 
In general, the vorticity vector W, the Lamb vector w x u and curl(w x u) 
have the following decomposition [5]: 
w = QSus + (du/db) n + [k,u - (du/dn)] b, 
w x u = - [u(du/dn) - k,u*] n + u(du/db) b, (3.20) 
curl(w X U) = II [div(Qu) - 2k, $1 s + [gs (f, + k&z&!] n 
+ [K,$($) + div(k,u2s) - & (f) - kSu20bS 1 b. 
(3.21) 
For parallel flows the speed is constant on the flow lines. Thus in this 
case (3.21) reduces to 
curl(o x u) = u [u 2 - 2k, $1 s + 1~~ [-$ - k,B,,] b. (3.22) 
409/40/3-I7 
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Also for parallel flows, Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) are identically satisfied. Dif- 
ferentiating (2.7) along the flow line and making use of the fact that the 
density and speed do not vary along the flow line, we see that 
(d/ds) (dp/dn) = - p42(dkJ/dS). (3.23) 
The relation (3.2) implies that 
(@/da) curl n = (d*p/db dn) s - (d2pplds dn) b. (3.24) 
Comparing (3.9) and (3.24) we find that 
(dp/ds dn) = - (dp/dn) o,, ) (d2p/db dn) = - (dp/dn) div b. (3.25) 
From (2.7), (3.23) and (3.25), we notice that 
(Wds) + k@,, = 0, 
which by virtue of (3.14) and (3.7) becomes 
(l/K,) (&/A) = a,,$ = (a/&) (In g1i2). (3.26) 
From (3.6) and (3.26) it is clear that, on the representative surface of constant 
pressure, 
gl’* = k,(s, b) f(b), 
f being an arbitrary function. By a change of scale in the b direction, the 
metric (3.4) can now be written in the form 
Therefore, we have 
do2 = ds2 + k,2 db2. (3.27) 
THEOREM 4. For steady parallel gas flows the metric of the surface of constant 
pressure has the form da2 = ds* + k,* db2, where s and b are coordinates along 
the JEow line and along its orthogonal trajectory on the surface, respectively; 
k, is the curvature of the flow line. 
The relations (3.27) and (3.6) imply that 
s . v = a/as, b . V = (l/k,) (a/L%). (3.28) 
Comparing (3.22) and (3.26) we notice that 
curl(w x u) = u[u(aQ,/&) - 2(&/8b)] s. (3.29) 
In deriving (3.29) we have made use of (3.28). From (3.20) and (3.29) we 
find that 
(w X u) * curl(w X u) = 0, 
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that is, the Lamb vector is complex-lamellar. Therefore, the Lamb surfaces 
(the surfaces containing the flow and vorticity lines) exist and we have 
THEOREM 5. The Lamb surfaces exist for steady parallel gas jlows. 
For circulation preserving flows, curl(w x u) = 0; and from the relation 
(3.29) we have 
THEOREM 6. ParallelJIows are circulation preserving jaws ;f and only if 
X2/& = (2/u) (&lab). (3.30) 
Differentiating (2.7) with respect to b, we find that 
(alab) (dp/dn) = p2(3k,/%b) + k,(a/ab) (p’). 
And from (2.7), (3.25) and (3.31) we find that 
- (l/pu”)(a/%b)(p~~) = K,divb + (l/k,)(&,/ab). 
Comparing the first part of (3.16) with (3.32) we have the relation 
(1 b2) (a/a4 CPU’) = (a.?s/W. 
The commutative relation 





holds for any arbitrary function F(s, b). Differentiating (3.33) with respect 
to s, and making use of the fact that the speed and density do not vary with 
respect to s, and the commutative relation (3.34), we find that 
Therefore, we have 
awslas2 = 0. (3.35) 
THEOREM 7. In a steady parallel gas flow the abnormality of the Jlow line 
QR, = s . curl s satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) a/ah (In pu2) = aQ,/as; 
(b) a252,/as2 = 0. 
Equation (3.35) can also be derived from (3.16) by eliminating div b 
between them and using the result 
iik,/as = k,O,, . (3.26) 
The relation (3.33) can alternativeI\- be written in the form 
where 
(ijh) (+k,<Q,<) 1 (F,‘?b) (d&J =- 0. 




In obtaining the above relation, we have made use of the commutation for- 
mula [5] 
d2F d2F ---= 
dn ds ds dn 
In ad on to (3.36) and (3.38) we have Mainardi-Codazzi surface relations 
PO, p. 3001 
n . TD x T-,n = 0, 
n . Tp x T;,s = 0, 
where C, is the surface gradient of the surface of constant pressure. In terms 
of the geodesic coordinates, the Mainardi-Codazzi surface relations take the 
form 
&,/as + (1 /KS) (sk,/ab) + 2(T,/k,) (sJ2S) = 0, (3.39) 
(Ws) kbN + (l/k,) (a~,Pb) t (Ilk,) (%Ps) (h\r - k) = 0. (3.40) 
The above equations can be written 
(l?/hs) (T,2ks) + (?/Sb) (4 k,‘) = 0, 
(S/Es) (ksk,, - + ks2) + &#b = 0, 
(3.41) 
respectively. The relations (3.36) and (3.41) imply the existence of functions 
=1 , r2 I ~a such that 
From (3.42) and (3.37) we can express k, , L?, , kbx , T, , Q, ,4, pu2 in terms 
of the derivatives of nr , “2 , TT~ . The expressions involving T, in (3.42) 
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indicate that the functions or , TT, , xs are related; these three functions must 
also satisfy the condition (3.38) when expressed in terms of the derivatives of 
Tl 7 nz , 773 * 
4. SPECIAL FLOWS 
Expanding div(Qsu) we find that 
div(.QTu) = u div(Qn,s) + Q,~(du/ds) = uQn, div s + (d/ds) (Q,u). 
For parallel flows, by virtue of (3.1), (3.16), and (3.33), the above relations 
reduce to 
i div(Q+) = 2 = - k $ - k, div b - -& (ln pus). (4.1) 
A 
From (4.1) we see that u is a field of solenoidal vector-line rotation [Ill, that 
is, 
div Q2,u = 0, 
if and only if s is a field of solenoidal vector line rotation; and in this case 
pu2 is constant along b. Since 




- @,A) b (4.2) 
In deriving the above relation we have made use of the relations (3.9), (3.14), 
and the first part of (3.16), and (3.26). If s is a field of solenoidal vector line 
rotation, then from (4.2) there exists a function U such that 
And since 
k,n = grad L’. 
we can write 
(u x w) + + grad u2 = u * Vu = u2kyn, 
(u x w) = u2 grad k’ 
and the surface U = constant contains the flow line. Therefore, by a theorem 
of Marris [ 1 I] we have 
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THEOREM 8. -4 steady parallel gas flow, in which the velocity vector is 
jield of a solenoidal vector line rotation, is a generalized Beltrami fiow. 
Surfaces of constant pressure from a family of developable surfaces if G = 0. 
From (3.17) and (3.26) this means that 
or, 
tikS2/W = 0. 
And conversely, we see that if the above relation holds, then G = 0, and 
surfaces of constant pressure form a family of developable surfaces. Therefore 
we have 
THEOREM 9. In a steady parallel gas flow, a necessary and suficient condi- 
tion thet the surfaces of constant pressure form a family of developable surfaces 
is that. 
a2k,/as2 = 0. 
In particular, if the curvature is constant on the flow lines, from (3.7) and 
(3.26) we see that Ohs = 0. This condition with the relation (3.9)s implies 
that the b-lines are geodesics and the vector field u is a flat field [4]. Since k, 
does not depend on s, the metric of the representative surface of constant 
pressure has the form 
da” = ds2 + db2 
and the Mainardi-Codazzi relations (3.41) now reduce to 
(&,/2s) + (ak,/ab) = 0, (4.3) 
(c?k,/L’s) -+ (&Jab) = 0, (4.4) 
where k, = kbN is the curvature of the b-lines. Differentiating (4.3) with 
respect to s and making use of (3.34), we see that 
&,/2s2 := 0. (4.5) 
From (4.5) and the fact that k, is constant on the flow lines we see that 
(a2/%s2) (7,/k,) = 0, 
that is, the flow lines are helices on general cones. Also, from (3.16) and (4.3) 
we obtain 
(a/&) (Q, -- T,J = - k, div b. (4.6) 
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Similarly from (3.16), (3.18) and O,, = 0, we see that 
(akJ&) + (aQ,/l%) + Q, div 6 = 0, 
which by use of (3.15) and (4.4) now becomes 
(P/S) (Q, - 7.J = - Qb div 6. (4.7) 
Gathering the above results we have 
THEOREM 10. For fiat steady parallel gas flows the surface of constant 
pressure are general cones, and k, , rS , Q, satisfy the following conditions: 
ak,/as = 0 = a2T,/as2, 
In addition to O,,, = 0, if Q, - 7s is constant on the surface of constant 
pressure, then div 6 = 0, and from (3.9), we see that 
curl ii = 0. 
Thus the surfaces of constant pressure form a system of parallel developable 
surfaces. Further, if ci is a field of solenoidal vector-line rotation, then (4.7) 
shows that ak,/ab = 0, which from (4.3) implies that &,/as = 0, that is, the 
torsion of the flow lines is constant along the flow lines. Since the curvature 
is also constant on the flow lines, the flow lines must be helices on concentric 
circular cylinders and therefore the flow is of helicoidal type. Collecting these 
results we have the following: 
THEOREM 11. A Jut steady parallel gas $0~ in which li is a field of 
solenoidal vector-line rotation and 6 is a parallel$eld is of helicoidal type. 
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